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ASG votes to
fund CRP
Luke Garrett
News Editor
Senior Anthony Catanzaro is
confused, offended, and ready for
a fight.
In a matter of weeks, he
watched his and the entire
campus’ digital access to both The
Wall Street Journal and The New
York Times evaporate after eight
student-government
officials
decided the program wasn’t worth
the money.
According
to
Catanzaro,
Associated Student Government’s
(ASG) decision to defund the
entire
College
Readership
Program never made sense
because ASG officials promised
to fund the program earlier in the
year, at least one in five Toreros
used the service, and it aligns well
with USD’s mission statement.
“I don’t understand it,”
Catanzaro said after last week’s
ASG senate. “Am I lost? Am I
missing something?”
After creating a petition
against ASG’s decision, 107
students
have
signed
and
supported Catanzaro’s grassroots
movement to regain digital access
to the NYT and WSJ.
His petition, along with
another similar to it — which
have gathered a total of 350 USD
student signatories — prompted
a response from both the ASG
Finance Chair George Saunderson

See CRP, Page 2

Day of action

Dozens support DACA recipients outside KIPJ

USD students listen to speeches of support for the DACA program and its recipients outside of the KIPJ.
Mikaela Foehr/The USD Vista

Mikaela Foehr
Asst. News Editor
On Tuesday, University of
San Diego students stood in
solidarity with DACA recipients.
Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals, commonly referred
to as DACA, is an Obamaera program that is aimed at
protecting
undocumented
students from deportation on
two-year, renewable intervals.
The event, held in front of the
KIPJ, was planned to coincide
with the Supreme Court of
the U.S. beginning to hear the

case questioning the Trump
Administration’s ability to halt
the DACA program.
The event was put on by the
DACAlliance, in coordination
with Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicanx de Aztlán (M.E.Ch.A.),
Beyond Borders, and University
Ministry, and consisted of student
speakers, voter registration, and
a community art project. The
event’s purpose, as articulated by
a DACA recipient, was to show
support for DACA students on
campus and educate sympathizers
on ways to get involved.
The DACA recipient was one

of the student coordinators who
led the event and urged those in
attendance to use their voice in
whatever way they can.
“DACA allowed me to find
my voice,” the recipient, who is
not named in order to respect
their safety, said. “I encourage
you to join us in our fight. Use
your privileges to help our
undocumented,
DACA-mented
community. And if you can vote,
vote, because we can’t.”
Although it is not certain
how the Supreme Court will rule
on this case, the court is led by a
conservative majority.

Multicultural
night
Celina Tebor
Managing Editor
Performances from cultures
across the world filled the stage
in the UCs on Friday night. The
University of San Diego’s United
Front Multicultural Commons
(UFMC) hosted its annual
Multicultural Night, a huge talent
show where clubs and individuals
across campus could showcase
their most impressive cultural
talents.
Before the performances
began, attendees feasted on
a dinner from cuisines from
different regions across the
globe, including African, Chinese,
Mediterranean, and Mexican
food.
The performances themselves,
including
singing,
dancing,
poetry, and even ventriloquism,
encapsulated many different
cultures from USD’s campus.
The Folklorico and Mariachi
Association (FAMA) of USD
kicked off the night. The club
performed a traditional folk dance
from the Mexican state of Jalisco,
and the dancers’ eye-catching
dresses and intricate footwork got
the crowd excited for the night to
come.
Senior
Ioni
Tcholakova
danced with FAMA, and spoke
to the importance of maintaining
cultural traditions.
“I think just folk dancing

See Culture, Page 8

‘Two men, one slice:’ SD pizza in review

Seniors review San Diego pizzerias based on crust, sauce, ambiance, bite, and flavor
Loukas Diafos
Contributor
Wyatt Warren
Contributor
It all started with a dream.
Two men, one slice, the
opportunity of a lifetime. We
didn’t see it coming, no one did,
but when The USD Vista calls, you
answer. That is how, my friends,
we are writing to you on this day.
There aren’t a lot of moments
where you get to express the
most
intimate
life-changing
experiences to such a large group
of changemakers.
Our names are Loukas Diafos
and Wyatt Warren and this is our
culinary journey.
Chapter 1: Pizza
Criteria on a scale of 1-5*
(5 being the best)
Crust, Sauce, Ambiance,
Bite, Flavor
*We never under ANY

SDSU student
dies
See News, page 3

circumstances let it be known to
the cashier or anyone inside of
the establishment that we were
writing a food column for The
USD Vista in order to maintain
our integrity and to get their
honest flavor.
Mr. Moto Pizza House Pacific Beach
Crust: 4.21 Sauce: 3.54
Ambiance: 2.22 Bite: 3.97
Flavor: 2.99
Upon entering Mr. Moto
not only were our taste buds
tingling, but we were salivating
with anticipation. Atypical of a
pizza place, their slices were on
display, glistening patiently for
the next customer. As this was
our first stop, we decided to add
an element of control to our pizza
peruse and made the executive
decision to base this analysis on
a single slice of pepperoni. We
walk in, order, and find a cozy
spot under some flickering lights.

See Pizza, Page 9

Op-Eds:
Xmas season
See Opinion, page 5

Diafos (left) and Warren (right) feed each other pizza outside the Student Life Pavillion.

SLP cook and
comedian
See Feature, pages 6-7

Whitney album
review
See A&C, page 10
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Basketball falls
to UC Irvine
See Sports, page 12
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ASG flips decision on CRP

USD seniors fight to regain free digital newspaper access; see hope in new decision

CRP from Page 1

and President Marion Chavarria
Rivera. They offered Copley
Library’s newspaper database
as a comparable substitute
and
justification
for
their
decision, encouraging those with
concerns to come to senate for a
conversation.
Despite these invitations,
Catanzaro has had no such
conversation, nor was the College
Readership Program made a
senate agenda item.
“I am so confused as to
why this isn’t on the agenda,”
Catanzaro said. “It felt like they
are not taking this seriously. The
CRP needs discussion. It needs
questions. It needs answers.”
Two weeks ago, Catanzaro
missed a mandatory meeting at his
job to attend ASG senate in order
to voice his thoughts, backed by
the support of those who signed
his petition. Time ran out before
he could share his thoughts on
the program, with talk of the
hate crime taking priority, and
rightfully so to Catanzaro.
Although, last week he hoped
the program would make it on the
agenda, but he sat in senate for an
hour, until he had to leave as he
couldn’t miss two meetings in a
row. Catanzaro left without being
addressed.
“They say they care, but from
my observation they certainly

do not,” Catanzaro said. “George
spoke for half a second about the
College Readership Program. He
made no effort to ask for anyone
else’s opinion. It doesn’t seem like
a democracy to me.”
At the end of senate, ASG
granted less than 60 seconds to
the readership program. All of
those seconds were used by senior
Jake McFarland, who voiced his
hope that ASG reconsider its
decision to defund the College
Readership Program.
“I think that being aware
of the world’s problems, not
just in the U.S., allows us to be
changemakers,” McFarland said.
“This program keeps us educated
and allows us to fulfill USD’s
mission statement.”
Thirteen seconds of silence
came after McFarland’s statement
which was followed only by a
motion to adjourn. No discussion
was had.
Despite
this
lack
of
conversation, Catanzaro has no
plans to stop fighting for the
program.
“This is not something they
can sweep under the rug, which
is what they are trying to do,”
Catanzaro said. “I am here for one
more semester. They are going to
have to deal with me.”
The
College
Readership
Program has gone under an
incremental defunding over the

last two years. The program
once provided three physical
publications to students across
campus, along with access to
digital subscriptions.
Last year’s leadership team
defunded the physical copies
after taking an unofficial poll of
under 100 students. The Senate
body voted against this decision
and subsequently voted for a
campus-wide referendum which
would leave the funding of the
newspapers up to students. The
vote never occurred because of
ASG infighting, although students
maintained digital access to the
The New York Times and The
Wall Street Journal.
At the start of this year, one
digital subscription was assured
to students by ASG, but the
same executive team that had
assured the community of its
access decided to defund the
entire program. Their decision
was based off of students’ access
to Copley Library’s newspaper
database, which offers research
access to daily news.
The
$13,ooo
previously
allocated for a digital subscription
has sat in limbo since the decision
to defund the program. Students’
free access to both The Wall Street
Journal and The New York Times
has ended.
On Tuesday Catanzaro and
Simon Finnie, another vocal

petitioner, met with senators
Justin Daus and Daniella Walter
privately. After hearing from
Catanzaro and Finnie, the two
senators showed the first signs of
support for refunding the college
readership program, and began
mobilizing others within ASG to
refund the program.
“Daniella and I are two
senators in Associated Student
Government who believe that
the College Readership Program
should not be defunded,” Daus
said. “I believe that this is an
issue that affects all members of
the campus community. There are
senators within ASG that share
this belief, and I am standing
firm that I believe the College
Readership Program should be
fully funded as it was.”
Despite the last-minute nature
of the support of the College
Readership Program, Finance
Committee flipped back on their
original decision and voted to
reallocate the free digital WSJ
access in full.
The two-thirds vote was
close — five yays, three nays, and
one tie-breaking vote. The ASG
member who first introduced
the idea to defund the program,
Saunderson, cast the tie breaking
vote in support of the same
program.
This
vote
by
Finance
Committee to refund the College

Readership Program will be put
up to a senate vote on Thursday to
finalize the decision.
Just before the meeting began,
Finnie slipped a three-sentence
message to Vice President
Greyson Taylor:
“We encourage you to think
of the real impact this journal has
on the quality of students at this
institution,” the message read. “A
rash decision could have negative
impacts stretching long after your
tenure here. Thank you for, as a
student government, keeping the
best interests of students first.”
The message was read aloud
during Finance Committee.
Catanzaro, along with Daus
waited until the early hours of
the morning to hear of Finance
Committee’s decision. In a matter
of hours, ASG went from no
support of the program to a vote
that could lead to a full re-funding
of the progam.
To Catanzaro, the decision is a
positive sign.
“I think it’s definitely a first
step in the right direction to bring
back the readership program,”
Catanzaro said. “Once it’s final,
we will have a reason to celebrate.
It’s the best news I have heard all
day.”
Senate meets in Solomon
Hall at 12:15 p.m. Thursday, Nov.
14 to decide whether to fund the
College Readership Program.

ASG budget may go public

After Tyler Arden calls for greater transparency from ASG, budget could be public
Luke Garrett
News Editor
Half
a
dozen
student
government officials offered Tyler
Arden pizza before senate began
on Thursday.
The senior marketing major
has attended three senate
meetings this semester. Each time,
he calls for greater transparency
within the Associated Student
Government (ASG) and asks that
its budget be made public.
Two weeks ago ASG voted to
allocate $3,000 of their budget to
pay for lunches at senate meetings,
and later did not address Arden’s
call for a public ASG budget. This
week Arden came back to senate
to call for the budget to be made
public once again and politely
declined those who offered him a
slice.
He began his statement by
assuring ASG members that he
was not there to demonize them,
as ASG members expressed
concern that this would happen
after funding lunches, but to call
for greater transparency.
“My main reason for calling for
this budget to be public is that we
are the only peer institution here
in San Diego that their Associated
Student Government does not
release their budget,” Arden said.
He went on to explain that every

student at USD pays upward of
$200 each year for their student
activity fee and that he thinks
they deserve to know how the
money is spent. Arden alluded to
the university’s own budget and
how they provide students with a
breakdown of funds.
The response from ASG
officials was mixed. Three highranking officials within ASG —
members of the leadership team
and committee chairs — argued
against making the budget public.

said.
Chair of the Sustainability
Committee Rhonda Papp warned
against publicizing the budget
because she feared students would
not be able to understand it.
“Although I think the budget
is important, I really think most
students wouldn’t understand
how to read everything,” Papp
said.
Speaker of the Senate Carolina
Moreno Armenta questioned
Arden as to why he wanted to see

ASG senate voting on a motion to confirm $3,000 of funding for senate lunches.

Finance
Chair
George
Saunderson said ASG will only
give paying students the total
sum of the budget — around $1.2
million.
“We will give you a gross
amount, but we don’t give out
details to things,” Saunderson

the budget.
“Could I know more about
what specifically is your yearning
to see the budget?” Armenta
asked. “Do you think we haven’t
been using it appropriately? What
is the reason you think behind you
calling to see the budget?”

Arden responded by repeating
his belief that transparency is
always good and that students
pay for the budget and they
should therefore make it public.
He also shared concern at Papp’s
comment.
“I think it is a little
disingenuous to say that students
can’t
understand
budgets
necessarily,” Arden said.
A handful of low-ranking
senators — those who are not
chairs nor on the leadership team

Tanner Claudio/The USD Vista

— supported the idea of making
the budget public. Camino
Founders
Senator
Kwawen
Awotwi asked if ASG could give
students a run down of where
their money is going.
“Could we do something like,
(publish) what (students) are

paying for?” Awotwi asked.
After the meeting Awotwi
shared his thoughts further.
“I mean, yeah, I feel like it
would be nice,” Awotwi said.
“Transparency is always good.
It allows us to come to our own
conclusions.”
Senators Simon Mizrahi and
Justin Daus also voiced their
support of a public budget.
The decision to make the
budget public is up to the finance
committee led by Sauderson. A
senator asked if members of the
public could attend the committee
meeting, but Saunderson quickly
reminded them that finance
meetings are private. He did not
mention, however, that the senate
has the option to vote to make the
finance committee meeting public
until he was asked later by The
USD Vista.
Arden’s calls for transparency
might have resonated more
than was immediately apparent.
On Tuesday, in a closed-door
meeting, Finance Committee
unanimously voted to make the
ASG allocation budget public to
students, as Arden repeatedly
asked for in weeks prior.
Senate will vote on whether to
make the budget public on Nov.
14 in Solomon Hall at 12:15 p.m.
The meeting is open to all
students.
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SDSU student dies after event
SDSU suspends all 14 fraternities after student, 19, dies following a Greek event

Luke Garrett
News Editor
Dylan Hernandez, a 19-yearold student at San Diego State
University (SDSU), died on
Friday after being hospitalized
following a fraternity event a
day earlier, according to the San
Diego County Medical Examiner.
The president of SDSU, Adela
de la Torre, notified the campus of
Hernandez’s death in a statement
to the campus community on
Monday.
“His family gave their
goodbyes,” De la Torre said. “The
family has given the university
permission today to share this
information, and we are working
to support them during this
incredibly difficult time.”
The
medical
examiner
stated Hernandez was “found
pulseless and apneic (temporary
suspension of breathing) by his

roommate in their room. He
reportedly attended a fraternity
event the night prior.”
According to The Daily
Aztec, Hernandez had been a Phi
Gamma Delta pledge. It is unclear
if alcohol was involved with his
death.
Following
Hernandez’s
hospitalization, De la Torre
suspended all of the 14 fraternities
at SDSU, 10 of which were already
under some sort of organizational
discipline.
The proximity of Hernandez’s
death to a fraternity event and
the University of San Diego
raises questions over the Greek
community’s role on Torero Way.
To DJ Mahoney, USD Director
of Fraternity and Sorority Life,
the recent tragedy ought to foster
discussions and questions about
Fraternity and Sorority Life at
campus.
“I hope people are angry about

this and I hope this is a time of
remorse,” Mahoney said. “My
hope is that everyone remains
curious and ask questions
so they can gain context and
understanding.”
Mahoney and his team have
sent out wellness resources out to
the Greek community, connecting
students to the counseling center,
pastoral counselors, and a 24/7
counseling hotline.

Epsilon (Fiji) was shocked by the
tragedy.
“It’s devastating,” Nankani
said. “Especially in a community
so close to us. It definitely could
have been us. We never thought it
would come so close to us. We are
still in the shock stage.”
Nankani also spoke to the
differences
between
SDSU’s
Greek Life and USD’s. The
private university has half as

San Diego State University has suspended all 14 fraternities on their campus.
				
Photo courtesy of Stuart Seeger/Flickr

Anil
Nankani,
USD
Interfraternity Council President,
and a member of Sigma Phi

many fraternities on campus, no
Greek row, and no fraternities
currently on probation or under

investigations.
However, Nankani thinks
there is still much work to be done
at USD.
“The work doesn’t stop there,”
Nankani said. “Rules don’t solve
the job. USD needs to look at
concern for others.”
He went on to explain his
hope that USD takes on a medical
amnesty policy where students
who report at-risk friends are
saved from any penalty.
As the investigation into
Hernandez’s
death
unfolds,
conversation regarding Greek life
and university life will continue.
His death was the second
fraternity-related
death
last
week and the fourth this month,
according to a USA Today report.
This year’s number of death
related to fraternity events is on
par with the past two, the report
also noted.

Expired elevator permits

Dozens of USD elevators have expired permits due to lack of state inspectors
Mikaela Foehr
Asst. News Editor
Forty-one of the 50 elevators
registered on campus were
surveyed by members of The
USD Vista staff, and 27 of those
surveyed have expired permits
posted. This raises questions
about the safety of these
conveyances, which are used daily
by campus community members,
especially those who have mobility
challenges.
Patrick Bonner, a senior
student who uses an electric
wheelchair to get around campus,
has had multiple experiences with
broken elevators.
“Once I was in engineering lab
and the elevator was broken after
class,” Bonner said. “It was taking
so long to fix that my friend had
to go get my manual wheelchair
from my room and carry me down
the stairs, which was not fun.
I have to trust these elevators,
but sometimes I am not sure if I
should.”
According to the state of
California’s
Department
of
Industrial Relations, “no elevator
shall be operated without a
valid, current permit issued by
the Division.” It also states that
“the permit, or a copy thereof,
to operate a passenger elevator,
freight elevator or incline elevator
shall be posted conspicuously
and securely in the elevator car.”

Elevator permits, in general,
expire after one year and it is the
responsibility of the operating
party to schedule a follow-up
inspection to obtain another
permit. Most of the expired
permits posted in USD’s elevators
expired in 2018, meaning that
they had been last inspected by a
state representative in 2017.

Building and Ground Operations,
points out that state inspections
are only one piece of elevator
safety.
“There are inspectors who
inspect the elevators and repair
people who maintain them.
Our elevators on campus are
maintained by a private elevator
repair company every month,”

One of 27 expired elevator permits on USD’s campus. Each is waiting for a state inspection.

Sophomore Mira Kubba thinks
that this backup is concerning,
especially for those who depend
on the elevators.
“I have friends who need to use
elevators to get to class, and it is
scary to me that the elevators they
are using might have something
wrong with them that hasn’t been
evaluated in years,” Kubba said.
While outwardly alarming,
expired permits do not necessarily
mean the elevators are unsafe.
Robert Brauer, USD’s Director of

Brauer said. “We can’t control
the inspections, we can only
control the maintenance and the
maintenance is very good on these
elevators.”
Sophomore David Wiley is
comfortable with the university’s
monthly servicing plan, but
wishes there was a better way to
tell when the elevators have been
serviced last.
“I have noticed the out-ofdate permits before, and that has
made me pretty nervous when
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the elevator is moving slow and it
looks like it hasn’t been checked
in two years,” Wiley said. “If they
can’t get the yearly permits on
time, it would be nice if we were
at least able to know when each
elevator was last checked.”
While Brauer is confident in
the ability of the company that
USD uses for monthly elevator
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inspections, not all students agree.
Alexis Desany, a sophomore,
remembers an instance where an
elevator inspection set off a fire
alarm in Shiley Center of Science
and Technology.
“One time the Shiley elevators,
which are already very slow, were
being serviced and I don’t know
exactly what they did, but it set
off the whole building’s fire alarm
and it took forever to fix,” Desany
said.
Over Brauer’s 15 years at the
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University of San Diego, he has
experienced the difficult process
of trying to get yearly inspections,
but has also seen the state attempt
to make the process more efficient.
“This problem has been going
on for years,” Brauer said. “And it
was made worse by the fact that
only two or three elevators would
be up for inspection at a time, but
over the last three to five years
we have been trying to group our
elevators together, so we can have
them all inspected at once.”
USD is not alone in falling
behind on elevator inspections. A
recent investigative report by ABC
10News San Diego, found that
across San Diego County, about
half of the registered elevators
were being operated with expired
permits. Their sources also
indicated that the county was
short on state certified elevator
inspectors, making it difficult to
obtain an appointment within the
expired permit grace period.
The most recent batch of
USD state elevator inspections
occurred in August of this year.
The inspection brought 33
elevators up to date, excluding
those that the inspector was
unable to reach, such as the three
in Copley Library. Even though
the inspections were completed
in August, the university is still
waiting to receive most of the
updated permits to post.

The USD Vista publication is written and edited by USD students
and funded by revenues generated by advertising and a student fee.
Advertising material published is for information purposes only
and is not to be construed as an expressed or implied endorsement
or verification of such commercial venues by the staff or University.
The USD Vista office is located on the fourth floor of the Student Life
Pavilion in room 403B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The USD Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
Opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of
The USD Vista staff, the University of San Diego or of its student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The USD Vista office.
Letters should be limited to 300 words and must be signed. For
identification purposes, USD identification numbers and writer’s year
must be included in the letter. The USD Vista reserves the right to edit
published letters. Any content sent to the editor will be considered for
publication unless otherwise stated.
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Christmas time is here
Why I started listening to Christmas music on Nov. 1

Amy Inkrott
Copy Editor
At 11:59 p.m. on Halloween,
I sat on the floor of my friend’s
apartment with my thumb
hovering over Mariah Carey’s “All
I Want for Christmas Is You.” My
friends all groaned when they
heard the first notes play. But me,
I sat there happily basking in the
Christmas spirit. For the past two
weeks, I have started to add some
of my favorite Christmas songs
into my daily playlists. Some of
the Grinches around me have
asked “Why are you like this?” or
yelled “It’s not the time,” when the
sound of sleigh bells comes out of
my speakers. They then point out
to me that the holiday season is
still a month away.
Christmas has always been
a source of joy in my life. It is a
special time that I get to spend
with my family and relatives that
we don’t often see. Christmas
music and movies are a reminder
of those meaningful moments.
They help build my excitement
and raise my spirits. Growing
up, I would spend my December
nights lying underneath the
tree, listening to Bing Crosby,
counting down the days until my
entire family would be together
again. I loved having the month
of December to prepare for the
many traditions and festivities
that surround the holidays.
Back then, I strictly adhered to
the “no Christmas until after
Thanksgiving” rule.

But college life has changed
that. The month of December,
once filled with excitement and
holiday preparations, has become
one of the most stressful times
of the year. I traded my evenings
of Christmas carols for hours of
silence in Copley Library. With
the sheer number of final papers,
presentations, and exams, there is
very little time to enjoy the Most
Wonderful Time of the Year. By
the time my finals end on Dec.
21, there are only a few short days
to bask in the Christmas spirit.
Starting to listen to Christmas
music in November allows me
to make the season a few weeks
longer and to get my fill of the
holiday before the hectic exam
season begins.
Many of the people against this
pregaming of Christmas accuse
me of glazing over Thanksgiving.
That’s simply not the case.
Thanksgiving is easily one of my
favorite holidays. Food? Family?
Football? Why would I want to
pass on that? Sadly, there are just
very few songs or movies about
the holiday for me to enjoy. The
only song I know is Bing Crosby’s
“I’ve Got Plenty to be Thankful
For” which, incidentally, comes
from a Christmas movie.
I believe that capitalism is
the only problem with the early
start to the Christmas season.
It’s the companies and stores
that are guilty of skipping over
Thanksgiving. Every year, it
seems that the Black Friday sales
start earlier and earlier, cutting

into time reserved for family and
loved ones. Rather than being
grateful for the things that we do
have, companies are encouraging
us to go out and buy more. Ads tell
us to go out and buy the perfect
gift for that special someone, or
offer doorbuster sales for those
“must-have” items. I agree that
the capitalist element of the
Christmas season comes too early
and detracts from the value of

Thanksgiving.
But
the
enjoyment
of
Christmas music and movies
is largely different from our
country’s consumer culture. My
listening to “White Christmas”
isn’t encouraging me to rush
out and buy that high-end flatscreen TV. While some do talk
about presents and Santa Claus,
others simply talk about the joy of
spending time with the ones you

‘Tisn’t the season

love. This harmless practice gets
me excited for the time that I get
to spend with my sisters, cousins,
parents, and grandparents.
For me, the Christmas season
has already started. I understand
that Christmas in November
isn’t for everyone; but to all you
Scrooges out there, keep your
“bah-humbug” to yourself and let
me enjoy the holiday cheer a little
bit earlier this year.

Audrey Garrett/The USD Vista

The Christmas season should wait until after Thanksgiving as a matter of respect
Eric Boose
Opinion Editor
On Nov. 29, my family will
drive to the same Christmas
tree farm we have relied on in
countless years past and cut down
our Christmas tree. My sister and
I will get our customary cups of
hot chocolate to combat the cold
Eastern Washington weather.
We will dip candy canes in our
cocoa, and sing Christmas songs
as we drive back home, just like
we always have. In doing that,
we will mark the beginning of the
Christmas season.
Never in my life has the
Christmas season started before
Thanksgiving. At least, not
according to me. Advertisers,
television stations, and an
annoyingly large chunk of popular
culture seem to think otherwise.
The first Christmas-related
advertisement I saw this year
was broadcast on Nov. 1. That
same day, Mariah Carey tweeted
a video celebrating the beginning

of the Christmas season. On Nov.
7, Starbucks released this year’s
holiday-themed
cups.
There
has been a Christmas tree at the
Fashion Valley Mall since at least
Nov. 3. The Christmas season,
apparently, is underway.
However,
the
Christmas
season is encroaching on another
holiday. Actually, it is encroaching
on two other holidays. Both
Veterans’ Day (Nov. 11) and
Thanksgiving (Nov. 28 this year)
take place before Christmas,
with Veterans’ Day coming six
weeks before the birth of Christ.
Despite both taking place well
before Christmas, both November
holidays are ignored in favor of
the “most wonderful time of the
year.”
In fairness, it is much easier
to prolong the celebration of
Christmas than Thanksgiving.
After all, there is little to no
popular “Thanksgiving music,”
and aside from “A Charlie
Brown Thanksgiving,” no real
“Thanksgiving movies.” That gap

in popular culture is therefore
filled by the wealth of Christmas
music and Christmas movies.
This decision to fill the
time before Thanksgiving with
Christmas-themed material is
not really the fault of the average
person. At this point, we must
recognize the other event that
will take place on Nov. 29: Black
Friday. Black Friday, a day for
stores to do whatever they can
to get “back in the black” — out
of any debt they might have
accrued through the course of
the year — is also a great time to
take advantage of ridiculously low
prices and do some Christmas
shopping. In fact, retailers
advertise their Black Friday sales
as just that opportunity, and in
doing so, put out Christmasthemed advertisements before
your little cousin has finished all
of their Halloween candy.
Regardless of its cause, the
problem remains. Christmas is
encroaching on Thanksgiving.
While I will freely admit that this

controversy is minuscule in terms
of its impact on people’s lives, it is
a controversy that people, myself
included, are quite passionate
about.
For me, this is an issue of
respect. Christmas is the only
major holiday that is celebrated
in the lead-up to another holiday
which occurs before it. We even
wait to start thinking about New
Year’s Eve until after Christmas,
despite the fact that it takes
place only six days later. At the
bottom line, the only justification
for Christmas season starting
on Nov. 1 is decisions made by
advertisers. In my opinion, that is
not sufficient to justify celebrating
a holiday before its time. Even
the month of build-up after
Thanksgiving is plenty of time to
celebrate the Christmas season.
However, not only are
advertisers celebrating Christmas
far too soon, they are blatantly
ignoring the people who celebrate
Christmas differently or even
not at all. The other two major

winter holidays, Hanukkah and
Kwanzaa, barely get mentioned
in popular culture, save for the
days that they actually take place.
That day-of mention is nowhere
near the months of celebration
Christmas gets. Not only is it
problematic that other cultures’
winter holidays are completely
overlooked, I can not imagine
how frustrating it must be to
have a holiday you do not even
celebrate shoved in your face for
two whole months. Respect for
other cultures, if nothing else,
is reason enough to hold off on
Christmas celebrations until at
least after Thanksgiving.
If you are looking for
something to do for the first
few weeks of November, there
is nothing wrong with getting
a head start on Thanksgiving.
Think about the people and things
you are thankful for. Get together
with family and friends. I’ll be
right there with you to celebrate
Christmas when the time comes
— Nov. 29, and not a day earlier.

The views expressed in the editorial and op-ed sections are not necessarily those of The USD Vista staff, the
University of San Diego, or its student body.
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Parking plan is exclusionary
Insight into the classism of USD’s proposed new parking permits

Imma Honkanen
Op-Ed Contributor
On Sept. 25, the Office
of Parking Services at the
University of San Diego posted
a draft of a new “USD Parking
and Mobility Plan” on their
website that would take effect
next school year. This plan
includes major changes to the
current parking system, like not
allowing first-year students to
park on campus, and creating a
tiered parking structure that sets
several boundaries on where
each tier is allowed to park.
For students specifically,
there are three parking tiers
that would be offered: Student
Convenience
($375/year),
Economy
($225/year),
and
Fringe ($125/year). Right now,
regular
commuter
parking
permits are $280/year, so the
Convenience pass would be an
almost $100 increase.
This $150 difference between
Student
Convenience
and
Economy is evident; Student
Convenience permit holders
would be able to park in the
Main Parking Structure and
multiple smaller lots around
main buildings on campus,
while Economy holders would
be restricted to only the West
Parking Structure and Lot.
Fringe parking would be the
same as it is now, where permit
holders are only allowed to
park on the bottom two floors
of the West Parking Structure
and in the gravel lot. Currently,
all regular commuter passes
(excluding Fringe) allow access
to main campus spots (Main
Parking Structure and smaller
lots around main buildings) on
a first come, first served basis,
so this difference is drastic.
In order to park in the same,
currently available main campus
spots, students would have to
pay for the highest parking tier.
Though the tram system

does help in transporting
students from the West Parking
Structure to the main campus
area, it is often a tedious process
to park and wait for the next
available tram, which is not
always timely and reliable.
For students, this often means
planning for the unpredictability
by arriving to campus at least
thirty minutes before class
or other commitments begin.
Unfortunately, due to the lack
of available parking on campus,
many students will still have
to park in the West Parking
Structure, but money should
not be the only factor for which
particular students will need to
do so.
Not only are students
adversely affected by these
parking regulation changes, but
faculty are as well. In order to
park near their offices or the
classrooms they are teaching
in, full-time faculty need to
pay $875/year for a Proximity
parking permit, which is more
than double than their other
option (paying $425/year to
only be able to park in the Main
Parking Structure and other
lots not on main campus). For
professors with busy schedules
or a general need to be close to
where they teach or work, this
Proximity permit is a necessity,
but the steep price may adversely
affect many professors who
cannot afford this.
As many aspects of the
campus
are
changing
in
response to USD’s Renaissance
Plan, it is understandable that
parking regulations and policies
would also need to be altered to
accommodate these changes and
the growing student population
in general. However, by creating
these parking permit tiers based
on price, the new Mobility Plan
excludes students who could not
afford to pay for the Convenience
permit from being able to take
advantage of the proximity to

campus.
Easy access to campus can
mean several things for students.
For some, this may mean being
close to their professor’s office
hours for a quick question, or
being close to various resources
on campus, such as the Student
Health Center, the Counseling
Center, the LGBTQ+ and Allies
Commons, etc. For others, this
may mean having less stress
in traveling from work to
class efficiently, or vice versa.
Overall, students who are able
to park on main campus can
best maximize their time to
complete schoolwork, among
other activities, instead of
spending sometimes close to 30
minutes parking in a gravel lot
and waiting for a tram system
that is not always reliable. I
know if it was me, I would only
put in that effort and time if it
was absolutely necessary for
me to be on campus, and this
would probably mean missing
valuable office hours or other
useful campus opportunities.
For instance, if Torero Program

Board was hosting an event
with free food and activities, or
if a sorority or fraternity was
hosting a philanthropy event to
fundraise for an organization
and I did not have class before or
after, I would not be inclined to
go if I had to spend 30 minutes
just to find parking.
For many other universities,
different parking permits are
allocated by the number of total
completed credit hours, a daily
first come, first served basis, or a
lottery system. For example, one
of my friends attends George
Mason University, and parking
permits are priced relatively the
same, but restrictions on which
specific lot a student is able to
park in are based on the amount
of credit hours that the student
has completed. Upperclassmen
students are typically allowed
to park in lots closer to the main
campus than students with
fewer credits. Any one of these
solutions, though they all have
their pros and cons, would be
less exclusionary than USD’s
plan which is based on money

alone.
All
commuter
students
should have the same potential
access to the same spaces on
campus, and no student parking
permit should cost more than
any other. I understand it is
difficult to allocate these spots
efficiently throughout the day as
they fill up fast, and that some
system needs to be in place to
keep roads and lots organized,
but this allocation should not
be based solely on money. There
is no reason why someone who
is able to afford these spots
should automatically have these
unearned advantages of main
campus proximity.
Ultimately, the ability to
afford paying at least an extra
$150 should not be the sole
determinant on whether a
student can park close to their
classes, professors’ offices, and
valuable on-campus resources.
USD possesses the power to not
harm students who cannot afford
this steep increase in parking
permit prices and change the
way these spots are allocated.

Audrey Garrett/The USD Vista

The views expressed in the editorial and op-ed sections are not necessarily those of The USD Vista staff, the
University of San Diego, or its student body.
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT:

University of San Diego
students may know line
cook Tommy Lucero as
a friendly face from the
Student Life Pavilion.
However, when Lucero
isn’t working as a cook at
USD, he is planning and
producing pop-up comedy
shows all over San Diego.
Under the name “40
Oz. to Funny,” Lucero
pursues
his
passion
for comedy not only by
performing himself, but
also by featuring other
local comics in ensemble
shows.
Below,
Lucero
shares his favorite part
of
the
shows,
what
makes “40 Oz. to Funny”
unique, and what exactly
a pop-up comedy show is.
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What makes 40 Oz. to Funny unique?

What is the meaning behind the name “40
Oz. to Funny?”
“I had a friend in my late 20s that was a Sublime
fan as I myself am, and our favorite album was ‘40
Oz. to Freedom.’ She passed before I had started
producing my shows so I named it loosely after our
favorite album because she in particular was very
encouraging to the producing of my own shows.”
How do pop-up comedy shows work? What is
a pop-up show like, and what sort of planning
goes into one?
“‘Pop-up comedy shows’ are shows that happen
in spaces that don’t regularly have events,
specifically comedy events. Pop-up shows aren’t
entirely a ‘surprise’ or ‘unplanned’ as the name
might suggest — rather they involve planning
and execution by both venue and producer.
You need to secure a venue, contact performers
that will be suitable for the show, and finally
(execute) strong promotion by all involved.”

What is your favorite part about the
environment at the comedy shows?
“There’s a few reasons I do the shows. It’s very
fulfilling to see people enjoying themselves
and knowing that if someone possibly had
something heavy on their minds or otherwise
were having a bad day that my friends and
I helped them forget about it for at least an
hour. I also like helping local businesses get
more customers via the comedy shows. Lastly,
I enjoy comedy and writing it — by doing these
shows, I also give younger aspiring talent a
place to grow and help those talents mature.”

Photo courtesy of Tommy Lucero

FEATURE

“My shows are different in that I don’t put
limits on the performers and guarantee that
their time on stage is their time, and they can
express themselves and their art as they like. I
bypass the comedy clubs and will do my shows
anywhere comedy is wanted, which makes it
unique and essentially a mobile comedy show.”
What is your relationship with the comedy
shows? Do you produce them or perform in
them, or both?
“I both perform sometimes as host or a comedian
in the lineup, and I produce the shows.”

What advice would you give to Toreros who
are interested in pursuing comedy?
“The only advice one could give is to get on a
stage and do it. Spend some time writing it out
and hit the open mics to work out your material.
If you do have a genuine love for writing and
comedy, then you should pursue it. Keep in
mind that it’s a pursuit of personal growth, as
it does help you learn quite a bit about yourself
and the human condition. If you are one of
those very talented people then there’s even
more to look forward to, so give it a shot since
you never know what’s possible until you do it.”

“KEEP IN
MIND THAT
IT’S A PURSUIT OF
PERSONAL GROWTH...”
Spread by Alee Pingol/The USD Vista; Content by Catherine Silvey/The USD Vista
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Students shine in talent show

Performances from around the world stole the show at Multicultural Night last Friday
Culture from Page 1

is something that has to be
kept up,” Tcholakova said. “It’s
really important to the culture,
especially to the youth. Bringing
the youth out to the culture
and getting them involved and
getting them thinking about what
it means.”
Some
groups
practiced
months in advance for their
performance at Multicultural
Night. For Tcholakova, the best
part of the whole experience
wasn’t the final product, but
the bonds that grew with the
other members of FAMA.

Steven Funk’s ventriloquism.
Celina Tebor/The USD Vista

“FAMA was really important
to me just to bring another group
of people together,” Tcholakova
said. “We say FAMA because
it’s supposed to mean ‘familia,’
and it’s really turned into that.”
Tcholakova’s experience is
exactly what Miso Jang wanted to
come out of Multicultural Night.
She is a graduate student and a
graduate assistant at the UFMC.
She was one of the driving forces
behind producing the event, and
has been planning it for months.
Friday night, she saw
all of her planning come to
fruition. More than anything,
she wanted the event to be an
outlet for underrepresented
students
at
USD.
“Especially as USD being a
predominantly white institution,
I feel like I really want to create
that platform for students to
express their cultural identity
because I don’t feel like we have
a lot of spaces that can host
that,” Jang said. “And I feel that
diversity should be celebrated and
is something that is so beautiful
and should be showcased.”
There wasn’t only cultural
diversity, however — no two
performances were the same,

as some were traditional,
like Danielle Hanji Kim’s
performance of Arirang, a
Korean folk song. Others were
modern, like Less Than Three
Dance Crew’s (LT3) hip hop and
R&B dance mashup. Sophomore
Andrew Tolentino, a member
and choreographer of LT3,
shared the culture behind the
hip hop and dance community.
“The culture that we try to
express is more of your passion of
dance and how it evolves through
generations,” Tolentino said.
“Also, it’s a way you can really
express and vent out in a different
medium. It’s a nice way to escape.”
Despite the camaraderie
throughout
the
night,
Multicultural Night ultimately
was a competitive talent show.
Winners were chosen by a
panel of judges, including ASG
President Marion Chavarria
Rivera,
graduate
students,
and USD’s own Fr. Gino
Correa.
Although
scoring
the
different
performances
was difficult, he said getting
invested into and excited about
the performances was easy.
“It was really a wonderful,
free flowing, spontaneous kind

Participating students performed acts rooted in some of their cultural identities.
Celina Tebor/The USD Vista

of atmosphere,” Correa said.
“So it was kind of easy for me
to get into that free flowing,
authentic kind of response to
the performers, the audience.”
He said the energy in
the room was contagious.
“I think it’s really wonderful
when we have those moments
where our challenge is to come
out of our comfort zone, really be
ourself, be free, be spontaneous,”
Correa said. “And it’s amazing,
even in our youth, or whatever
age we are, how hard that
can be sometimes. But once

we do it, it’s contagious. And
that’s what I like about it. The
contagion goes out and it brings
everybody in. And we just need
more events like that. That kind
of contagion is important.”
At the end of the evening,
all attendees of Multicultural
Night were invited to come to
the front and dance together as a
community. Dozens spilled onto
the stage and, in that moment, the
diversity and multiculturalism
at USD came together to
celebrate in the universal
culture of the Cha Cha Slide.

Empower Others Through Psychology
Various fields within psychology are quickly growing and call for dedicated professionals ready to make a difference in the lives of others.
Prepare for these opportunities and advance your career with a master’s degree in psychology from APU.

Choose the program that
aligns with your passions
and interests:

M.S. in Child Life
M.S. in Counseling Psychology with Specialization in Children and Adolescents
M.S. in Research Psychology and Data Analysis

GET STARTED TODAY!

apu.edu/bas/psychology
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A Bite of San Diego: Pizza

Seniors Wyatt Warren and Loukas Diafos give their hot takes on San Diego’s pizza

Pizza from Page 1

We waited for our slices over
light conversation while sipping
sodas due to the disappointing
fact that Mr. Moto does not
serve beer. The slices didn’t take
long to warm up, however, when
the server slapped them on the
table there was only one thing on
my mind: grease. The individual
pepperoni
slivers
were
comparable to an archipelago in
an ocean of pure, unadulterated
grease. Decent flavor, it was
clear that they were using
high-quality pepperoni, but the
grease factor really wasn’t doing
it for us. We both agreed that the
best part about the slice was the
crust. It had the right amount of
fluff with a tantalizing crunch.
The tomato sauce was nothing
special, a little bit of tang but
we weren’t getting any “made
fresh” vibes. If you’re looking
for an overpriced, belowaverage slice of pepperoni,
look no further than Mr. Moto.
Bronx Pizza - Hillcrest
Crust: 4.00 Sauce: 4.68
Ambiance: 1.12 Bite: 4.35
Flavor: 4.19
If you want NY-style pizza,
this is your spot. You want thin
crust pizza? They got it. Maybe
in the mood for a calzone to
share with your lover during
those enchanting San Diego
sunsets? They got it. Bronx
Pizza only takes cash, which
— in layman’s terms — means
they mean business. Rumor has
it they ship water straight from
the Hudson River to use in their
dough. The pepperoni slice that
we had the privilege of savoring
was what we needed after getting
bulldozed by Mr. Moto. The
mozzarella cheese was so fresh,
and the ratio of crust to sauce to

cheese to pepperoni was tier one.
The sauce was the right amount
of sweet — they clearly weren’t
going for a tangy flair but they
stayed in their lane and smoked
the competition. The pizza isn’t
fancy; that’s not what they’re
about. Above average flavor
profile and a taste of the Bronx is
what awaits you at Bronx Pizza.
Undisclosed Vegan Pizza
Restaurant - Banker’s Hill
Crust: N/A Sauce: N/A
Ambiance: 4.9 Bite: N/A
Flavor: N/A
We went inside, sat down
at a beautifully crafted FairTrade table and motioned
for a server. Clearly annoyed
at the fact that we brought a
small bell and successfully
summoned him over with it,
the waiter asked what we’d like
to order. We ignorantly asked
for a single slice of pepperoni
… and got asked to leave.
Giovanni’s - Linda Vista
Crust: 4.63 Sauce: 2.90
Ambiance: 4.28 Bite: 4.48
Flavor: 3.64
I walk in as Wyatt slowly
caresses my left hand. A gentle
authoritarian grip. He leads the
way. A crowd of people yelling,
laughing,
food
everywhere:
controlled chaos. They were
packed, but they graciously
got us a romantic table for two
relatively quickly. There was
no need to ask for beer as this
was clearly the spot to share a
smooth bottle of 1997 Chianti
with one of your boys. About
thirty minutes in we decided
to buckle down and order a
pepperoni pizza. What seemed
like moments later we both
stopped talking in unison. The
smell of freshly baked dough
and a sensual mist of buttery

garlic had hit us like a freight
train. Sharp footsteps echoed in
the distance, each one creating
more tension between us. Our
gazes didn’t falter, not even a
blink. Nothing mattered until
that monstrosity had manifested
itself on our table. This pie was
thick. I’m talking floatation
device thick. We both could have
hopped on this work of art and
broken the record for the fastest
crossing of the Atlantic Ocean
by a two manned vessel. Instead
we feasted. The cheese was
fresh, Instagram-worthy pullapart factor. We could tell the
pizza was made with love and
we both implore you to bring
your friends and family to bask
in the beauty that is Giovanni’s.
East Coast Pizza - Encinitas
Crust: 4.93 Sauce: 5.00
Ambiance: 5.00 Bite: 5.00
Flavor: 5.00
There are about 170,000
words in the English language
currently in use today. Of those
170,000, around 25,000 are
used by any one individual
person. I’ve been sitting at my
typewriter frantically flipping
through Webster’s to find words
to describe this slice for two
and a half hours. Some things
can’t be described with words.
I suppose that’s why we have
music, to describe experiences
words can never grasp. East
Coast Pizza hands down has
the best pizza on this coast.
Frequented by the legend Rob
Machado, you can indulge in this
heaven-sent pizza while staring
intimately at the Pacific Ocean.
We won’t waste any more of your
valuable time … but if you’re not
there right now, you’re wrong.
One love,
Wyatt and Loukas

Passionate about pizza, these two longtime friends felt that the time had come for them to contribute to their campus community by writing reviews of some of their favorite pizza places in San Diego.
Anderson Haigler/The USD Vista
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Whitney’s San Diego show

USD Radio Editor Jonathan Munsterteiger reviews the band Whitney’s recent album
Jonathan Munsterteiger
Contributor
Album: Forever Turned
Around
Label: Secretly Canadian
Release Date: Aug. 30, 2019
Venue: Observatory North
Park
Concert Date: Nov. 3
Chicago-based
Indie-rock
group Whitney, headed by former
Unknown Mortal Orchestra
drummer Julien Ehrlich and
former Smith Westerns guitarist
Max Kakacek, released their
debut album “Light Upon the
Lake” in 2016. Let me preface
this by saying I love this album.
It has remained a favorite
of mine every year since its
release, evidenced by my yearend most-played list on Spotify
always including almost every
track of the album scattered
somewhere throughout. “Light
Upon the Lake” is about as
uncontroversially enjoyable as
an album can get. Each song
is immaculately crafted and
just long enough that they
never get repetitive but always
leave you wanting to play it
again. The instrumentation is
clean and intelligent without
being boastful, and the songs
are light and easygoing while
remaining actively engaging.
Everything on this album is
perfect in the way that makes
every listen feel like coming

back to an old friend. “Light
Upon the Lake” is a refreshing
beverage on a late summer
evening; it’s the shimmering,
golden thoroughfare of a sunset
reflected on a crystal clear lake
as it dips below the horizon.
Earlier this year, Whitney
released their sophomore album
“Forever
Turned
Around.”
Whitney’s sound is familiar on
this album as Kakacek’s tasteful
guitar leads and Ehrlich’s
elegant vocals remain a potent
combination; backed up by a
horn and string section that
fills the space in the songs
with triumphant swells and
bittersweet fades, every track
unfolds into a beautiful tapestry
of lush instrumentation. The
songwriting on the album is
less energetic, but noticeably
more mature. The songwriting
is more subdued as Whitney
tackles heavier themes this time
around. In lieu of the upbeat
drive and infectious refrains
that are scattered throughout
“Light Upon the Lake,” “Forever
Turned Around” instead slows
it down to a more meditative
pace which is simultaneously
the albums greatest appeal
and weakness. The slower pace
fits the tone of the album, but
I found myself missing some
of the more upbeat tracks that
were delivered on their previous
album. If “Light Upon the Lake”
is a late summer evening, then

Whitney projected the design of their newest album cover as they performed.
Photo courtesy of Jonathan Munsterteiger

“Forever Turned Around” is
the melancholy that sets in
as the summer turns to fall.
Sunday
night,
Whitney
brought their “Forever Turned
Around” tour to San Diego,
playing at the Observatory in
North Park. The entire show was
a tasteful affair; with a sevenman ensemble, none of the lush
instrumentation of the album
was sacrificed for translation
into
a
live
performance.
Frontman Ehrlich was at home
behind his drum set, perfectly
keeping rhythm while providing

lead vocals. Not hindered by the
lack of mobility of being stuck
behind a drum set, he naturally
interacted with the audience,
making conversation between
each song. Ehrlich’s personality
as a frontman only adds to the
charm of Whitney’s music and
his honesty as a songwriter came
through in his stage banter as he
joked,“We’ve got two more songs
left. Except we’re just going to
do the thing where we pretend to
leave and come back – so we’re
actually playing six more songs.”
Kakacek
was
also

prominently at the front of the
stage, delivering flawless guitar
licks throughout the set as he
seamlessly transitioned between
distinct riffs like “No Woman”
or tasteful slide guitar to accent
the melodies throughout their
repertoire. He is well-known
for his slide-guitar techniques.
Though the performance
was pristine, the lack of energy
in many of the new songs can
be somewhat of a hindrance to
a live performance. Whitney’s
gorgeously
crafted
songs
sounded as good as ever, but I
found myself wishing there was
less time in between songs like
“Polly” or “No Matter Where We
Go” where the danceable grooves
give the audience something to
move their feet to, or “Golden
Days” with its soaring singalong outro. For Whitney fans,
enjoying the live arrangements
is enough, but newcomers to the
music might be left wanting for
something with more energy.
Whitney stayed true to
their sound with their live
performance.
The
music
evoked its signature blend of
warm familiarity and wistful
yearning. Fans of the band got
to bask in the golden aura that
seems to constantly emanate
from their songwriting while
newcomers were treated to
immaculately crafted renditions
of some of the best indie
rock you’re likely to find.

pointloma.edu/12monthMBA
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USD shines on Senior Night

Torero men’s soccer escapes with a 4-2 comeback win against the Portland Pilots
Chris Spiering
Sports Editor
The University of San Diego
Toreros came out victorious
Saturday, as they hosted the
University of Portland Pilots
on Senior Night. It was truly a
special night for the USD seniors
as the Toreros played extremely
hard against fierce competition.
Both teams came into Torero
Stadium eager to get the victory
as USD was on a four-game
losing streak prior to the victory
against Portland. The last victory
for the Toreros came against
UCLA back in mid-October.
“I think we challenged them
this week,” USD men’s soccer
head coach Brian Quinn said.
“After had losing four games,
we wanted the team to come
out and show a couple things:
One was character and then
secondly, to show that we have
resilience, and I thought they
showed both.”
After two early goals by the
Pilots, USD scored four straight
goals for the comeback win. San
Diego now improves to 11-5-1
(2-4 West Coast Conference)
on the season, while the Pilots
are now 9-6-1 (3-3 WCC). Two
seniors scored goals during
the hard-fought game by both
teams. Senior forward Miguel
Berry came into the game with
14 goals on the season, which
leads the WCC. His two goals
now have him at 16 on the year.
Just five minutes into action,
junior forward Luke Hendel
scored an early goal from a few
feet out of the goal box for the
Pilots, to give them an early lead
with the score of 1-0.
Portland seemed to have
the early momentum and was
awarded a free kick in the ninth
minute, which was blocked
and cleared out by the Torero
defense, giving the USD fans a
sigh of relief.
After a couple more missed
shots by the Pilots, the Toreros
passed the ball on target to
set up a close header by junior
midfielder Ross Meldrum, but it
was hit too hard and high to the
right.
Hendel had another great
shot in the 21st minute for the
Pilots. From about 30 yards out
he launched a great kick that
sailed over the head of USD
redshirt sophomore goalkeeper
Matt Wiher, but hit the crossbar.
Then less than a minute later,
Wiher made a tremendous save
to keep the ball out of the goal
from a wide open shot by the
Pilots’ player, which led to a
corner kick for Portland. Senior
midfielder Rey Ortiz lined up
for the kick and placed a perfect
ball right to senior defender
Esteban Calvo for the header
goal. Portland led 2-0 in the
22nd minute, but that goal
would be their last score of the

USD is graduating four seniors: (from left to right) Henry Lander, Freddy Polzer, Miguel Berry, Chase Van Wey. Berry and Lander scored goals in the victory.
Photo courtesy of Thomas Christensen

game. Portland now leads the
WCC with 16 first half goals on
the season.
San Diego got on the board in
the 37th minute after they were
awarded a free kick. Redshirtjunior midfielder George West
lined up and placed a great
ball right to the head of Berry,
which then sailed pass the junior
goalkeeper Nico Campuzano for
the goal. The score was 1-2 with
just eight minutes left in the first
half.
Both teams went into the half
playing very hard and aggressive.
It was clear both teams wanted
this win badly. Portland had the
edge on shots with seven while
USD was held to only six shots.
The first 15 or so minutes in
the second half didn’t have much
action. But when the 62nd minute
came around, USD capitalized
on the Pilots’ mistakes. After
the ball was cleared to the right
side of the Pilot goal, Meldrum
tracked it down and placed a
short cross pass up toward the
goal. Sophomore midfielder Alex
Churness got in the way of the
goalie and the ball touched the
Pilots redshirt-junior defender
Brian O’Hara and into the
goal. The score was now even

feel like a playoff atmosphere.
Just as the clock was about
to hit 80 minutes, San Diego
lined up for a corner kick. Senior
midfielder Freddy Polzer sailed
a perfect pass right to senior
defensive captain Henry Lander
for the header past the goalie.

“I’m going to miss my friends. It’s going
to be tough saying goodbye to them
you know, because we have such a tight
group and they are really special and
they make the school special for me.”
-Miguel Berry
The Toreros took the lead 3-2
and never looked back after that.
It was only right for the
senior captain for his first goal of
the season to be a game-winning
goal.
“I just had to do a little bit
to lose (the defender),” Lander
said. “The ball came and literally
just fell to my head, I just
couldn’t miss. I had one like
that earlier in the season against
USF, I hit the ball out somehow
which I was devastated about,
but this one just luckily went in.”
The Toreros weren’t satisfied

“It’s been unbelievable. I wouldn’t
change it for the world honestly.
Coming here for the last four years,
I couldn’t have asked for anything
better.” 			
-Henry Lander
at 2-2 with under 30 minutes
remaining in the half.
The Toreros had another
opportunity for a goal in the
72nd minute off a free kick, but
it was missed just to the left of
the goalie.
Both sides were continuing
to be aggressive and the intensity
of the fans on both sides made it

launched a fastball right past
Campuzano for the goal. The
Toreros led 4-2 and had scored
four unanswered points.
Berry talked about what he
saw from the defender on his
second goal.
“Honestly, he just looked

with just a one-score advantage.
They knew that this Portland
offense was talented and wanted
to make sure they came out on
top. Just four minutes later,
Berry was on a fast break with
just one defender left in the way
of the goal. Berry’s speed was
no match for the Pilot defender
and Berry went right by him and

pretty alone out there,” Berry
said. “I knew I could get by him,
but apparently I had Ross wide
open as well, so If I hadn’t scored
I’m sure there would have been a
few words for me.”
To cap things off, Wiher
ended the game with a
tremendous save in the 88th
minute, which seemed to have
capped off any last hopes for
the Pilots. Wiher finished the
game with four saves while
giving up the two goals. Berry
ended the game with a gamehigh two goals off four shots and
Meldrum ended with a teamhigh two assists.
The Toreros sent off four
seniors: Chase Van Wey, Freddy
Polzer, Miguel Berry, and the
captain, Henry Lander. All of
whom left their mark as a San
Diego Torero.
“It’s only my second year as
head coach,” Quinn said. “But it
has been an absolute pleasure to
coach them. Every single one of
them — tonight and throughout
the season — have given me
everything that we have asked
for.”
Quinn was excited to see the
captain have the game-winning
goal.

“It’s great, like icing on
the cake for him,” Quinn said.
“Because, even if he hadn’t
scored, it wouldn’t have changed
what he has done over four years
in regards to being a real leader
to this team. But it’s a great
memory for him.”
Lander reflected on his time
in San Diego.
“It’s been unbelievable,”
Lander said. “I wouldn’t change
it for the world honestly. Coming
here for the last four years, I
couldn’t have asked for anything
better.”
Berry finishes his USD career
with a plethora of accolades,
including many All-Academic
and All-WCC mentions and
honors. Berry reflected on what
he will miss the most as his time
as a Torero.
“I’m going to miss my
friends,” Berry said. “It’s going
to be tough saying goodbye to
them you know, because we have
such a tight group and they are
really special and they make the
school special for me.”
Game in and game out,
Lander brought his passion and
emotion with him and it showed
during his career.
“I’m surprised I didn’t cry
when I was walking out (for
Senior Night) to be fair,” Lander
said. “But I will probably miss
the lads the most. I’ll miss the
environment, the university,
and everything as a whole. I’ll
miss going to class and seeing all
the students and all my mates,
so these last four years were
fantastic.”
The Toreros travel to Santa
Clara University for the regular
season finale Saturday, Nov.
16 at 7 p.m. USD will not be
able to win the WCC title but
will hope for an at-large bid for
the NCAA Tournament. If they
are to receive a bid, it will be
announced on Nov. 18.
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Toreros fall to UC Irvine

USD men’s basketball loses late in game as Anteaters spark a second half comeback
Maria Watters
Asst. Sports Editor
The USD men’s basketball
team lost their first game of the
season to UC Irvine after an
unbelievable comeback by the
Anteaters.
Not only were both teams
looking to make a statement
in this first contest, but both
the Toreros and the Anteaters
entered the Jenny Craig Pavilion
(JCP) on Tuesday with extra
pressure to compete. 6’8’’ senior
forward, Tommy Rutherford,
two-time, first-team All San
Diego Section pick, returned
to his hometown to play his
first collegiate game in San
Diego in front of excited friends
and family. Coming off of an
impressive 31-6 season last year,
the Anteaters were looking to
build upon their past success.
The Anteaters had a chance to
play in the NCAA Tournament
last season and even won a
game in the first round. The
Toreros, on the other hand,
entered Tuesday night looking
to prove that despite only having
six returning players from last
year’s roster, they were still a
force to be reckoned with on the
court.
Because of the changes to
their roster that had yet to be
tested, this first match would be
a true test to see how the Toreros
would be able to perform.
“With so many guys playing
their first Division I game, there
was just a little bit of an unknown
that probably kept us up a little
bit as a coaching staff last night,”
USD men’s basketball head
coach Sam Scholl said.
Torero fans, decked out from
head to toe in blue, poured into
the arena to support their team.
The excitement and uncertainty
that came with a young team
and a new season had the crowd
buzzing in anticipation. They
wouldn’t have to wait long,
however, as both teams took the
court. At 7 o’clock, Rutherford
faced off against USD’s 6’10’’
junior forward Yauhen Massalski
for the tip off. Massalski won the

USD shot 39% from the field while making 23 of 59 shots. The Anteaters shot 47% while making 25 of 53 shots. The Toreros had the advantage in three-point shots eight to two.
Tanner Claudio/The USD Vista

jump ball and the Toreros went
on the attack.
The Toreros got on the board
on their first offensive effort of
the game with layup made by
redshirt junior guard Braun
Hartfield. The score remained
at 2-0 for two minutes as the
Anteaters were shut down by the
aggressive USD defense, while
the Toreros couldn’t capitalize
on several opportunities to
increase their lead early on due
to missed passes.
However, the Anteaters were
able to string together several
scoring drives, giving them a
four-point lead going into the
first media timeout. With a
score of 9-5, the Anteaters went
3-6 in field goals and a perfect
3-3 in free throws. The Toreros,
however,
recovered
four
rebounds, two of them by 6’8’’
redshirt senior Alex Floresca,
and were 1-3 on three point
shots, while the Anteaters hadn’t
logged a single attempt.
After the timeout, the
Anteaters were able to increase
their lead to five over the
Toreros by a score of 13-8.
But as the game progressed,
strong offensive efforts by the
Toreros slowly closed the gap.

Junior guard Braun Harfield finished the game with 17 points and eight rebounds.
Tanner Claudio/The USD Vista

Back to back jump shots by
Massalski, redshirt-sophomore
guard Joey Calcaterra, and
redshirt freshman guard Marion
Humphrey put the Toreros in
the lead, at 14-13.
Still in the lead, a huge
defensive rebound by Calcaterra
with 10 and a half minutes left
in the half set up a huge threepoint basket by Humphrey off
the fast break. The Torero bench
and fans alike jumped to their
feet and cheered as UC Irvine
took a timeout with the score at
22-17. The momentum was fully
in the Toreros’ favor.
With their feet firmly on the
gas pedal, the Toreros scored
eight
unanswered
points,
bringing their lead to 15 points
over the Anteaters, at 35-20.
Despite incredibly tough
full-court defense by UCI, the
Toreros maintained their lead
for the rest of the half. The
whistle blew after the first 20
minutes of play, and the Toreros
went into the locker room up 4832 over the Anteaters.
The inexperience of the
Toreros didn’t seem to affect
their
dominating
first-half
performance.
“We just came out of the gate
ready to go,” Calcaterra said.
“And even though we are an
inexperienced team we came out
ready to go.”
Though USD fans had high
expectations for their team,
none of them predicted the
Toreros would be leading the
Anteaters by 14 points. With so
many offensive weapons, the
Toreros made 51.5% of their
shots and 53.8% of their threepoint shots, while the Anteaters
made half of their field goals and
no three-point baskets.
Both teams returned and
took the court, and after the first
few minutes of play it was clear
the second half was going to be
very different than the first. On
their first offensive possessions,
both teams were stopped by
the opposing defenses. The
Toreros
were
plagued
by
miscommunication early in the

half as two bad passes resulted
in UCI baskets. The Anteaters
slowly began chipping away at
the Toreros’ lead.
Despite
still
having
a
comfortable 52-42 lead, the
Toreros went into the first media
timeout having scored only four
points to the Anteaters’ eight in
the half so far.
Coming out of the timeout,
the Toreros seemed to get back
into the game, defending their
lead, and even stretching to
15 points at 61-46. But with 13
minutes left in the game, the
Anteaters went on a huge run,
scoring 15 baskets to USD’s
one, killing the Toreros’ lead at
62-61. The Anteaters’ defense
was effectively shutting down
the productivity of the Torero
offense. The Toreros were only
making a quarter of their field
goals and hadn’t scored a single
three-point basket. It seemed
their almost certain victory
after the first half was slipping
through the Toreros’ fingers.
With five and a half minutes
left in the game, USD led UCI 6461. The crowd and players alike
were on the edge of their seats.
What had been a dominating
performance by the Toreros was
now a high-stakes battle where
every shot counted.
Two free throws made by
UCI’s
redshirt-sophomore
forward Collin Welp brought the
score to 64-63. On the next play,
a bad pass by the Toreros was
stolen by the Anteaters’ senior
guard Evan Leonard, whose twopoint jump shot gave UC Irvine
the lead at 65-64. For the first
time since taking a 19-17 lead in
the first half, the Toreros were
losing.
USD was able to tie up the
score at 65 with a free throw
by Floresca, but the Anteaters
came back with a jump shot by
senior forward John Edgar Jr.
The Toreros tied up the score
again at 67 with three minutes
left in the game, but with several
offensive rebounds, UC Irvine
pulled ahead 70-67.
Every time the Toreros got

close to tying the score or pulling
ahead, the Anteaters answered
with baskets of their own, and
soon USD was down 72-69 with
one minute left to play.
“I thought we were pretty
solid throughout the game,”
Calcaterra said. “We just didn’t
stop them in time to stop the
bleeding.”
USD called a timeout and was
forced to foul UCI senior guard
Eyassu Worku to keep the clock
from winding down. It seemed
to pay off as Hartfield scored a
huge three-point jump shot with
14 seconds left, bringing the
Toreros within striking distance
of victory at 74-73. But another
foul by USD on the Anteaters
took that chance away as UC
Irvine went up 76-73.
With their only hope left to tie
in the few remaining seconds left
in the game, Hartfield went up
for a desperate three-point jump
shot. The final buzzer sounded
as the ball sailed through the air.
The crowd collectively held their
breath. The fate of the game was
on the line. The ball hit the rim
and bounced out. Game over.
The Toreros were defeated
by the UC Irvine Anteaters 7673, despite going into the second
half with a 12-point lead.
“I know it’s going to hurt
the guys because they are very
competitive and they wanted to
come out and set the tone for
the year,” Scholl said. “They did
for 20 minutes, now we’ve just
got to learn how to do it for 40
minutes.”
Though their first game
ended in a loss, the skill and
talent the Toreros showed gave
fans hope for another impressive
season.
“I feel really good about us,”
Calcaterra said. “We are really
young, so we (have) fresh legs
and we are just excited to be out
there.”
USD traveled to Long Beach
State on Saturday to take on the
0-1 Beach. Though USD put up
a formidable fight, penalties and
turnovers proved fatal as they
were defeated 74-62.

